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The beauty of the land cannot mask the brutality of a farm town. As
harvest draws near, Betty confronts a terrifying new reality and will go to
desperate lengths to save her family when they are threatened with being
forced from their land.
An old friend, struggling to keep his own farm profitable by any means
necessary—offers Betty a way out. She refuses to get involved, but as the
pressures mount for her family and they are on the brink of eviction, her
husband, Frank, reveals that he is seriously ill.
How far will one to go to take care of one’s own? Recalling all that is
heartland Americana, this film combines an ecological urgency with a
compelling yet sensitive story.
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“3 ½ Stars. As an experience, it's amazing. If you want to be able to say you were there when a great American
filmmaker's career kicked off, you need to see Runoff." – Roger Ebert.com
“Impressive. The tense, moody film, whose roiling undercurrents lend it a resemblance to “Winter’s Bone,” and
“Frozen River” – The New York Times
“Riveting… inexorably powerful… impressive… Joanne Kelly sparkles” - Variety
“As gorgeous as it is relevant… Superb… A beautifully composed tale… Excellent… strong and superbly-shot ”
- Indiewire
“Harrowing. The movie achieves an understated resonance through Levin’s sensitive compositions and her cluedin portrayal of life in a middle-American farming community.” – The Village Voice
“Writer-Director Kimberly Levin shows remarkable skill. Worth checking out.” - Chicago Reader
“Among the most powerful of any movie this year.” - Movie Mezzanine
“Runoff is an intelligent, sophisticated and mesmerizing slow-burn thriller that’s grounded in humanism.”
– NYC Movie Guru
“Engrossing. Kelly is remarkable in the lead role. For viewers craving a film that requires them to sit still and
actually turn on their brains” – A.V. Club
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